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Abstract— Upon Brexit & Trade War, the research took a supply-side analysis in macroeconomic paradigm for the purpose and cause of the actions. In the geopolitical competitions on crude oil resources between the allied powers & the Russian hegemony, the latter of which has effective control over P. R. China’s multilateral behaviors, the external research induced that trade war, either by complete information in intelligence or an unintended result, was a supply chain attack in prohibiting the antisatellite weapon supplies in the Northern regions of mainland China in relation to Russia. Although no substantive change to international relations, the Trade War’s prohibitive effect on the high frequency trading in the monetary domain of CNY was observed, which had been the source of economic bubbles in the import-export control regime with centralized banking. The paper argues that by realism in economy & military strategy, trade war was ineffective in detering the covert operations of the People’s Liberation Army by their territorial strategies and raises questions in humanitarianism in conflict situations. Moreover, with gross privacy breaches by mass surveillance in domain politics, totalitarianism with coercions, and counterfeited of drone strikes, traditional methods of threat elimination are rendered less pragmatic apart from the adversaries’ cyber security breaches. With the scientific approach, I offer an ecological paradigm with historic analysis of the Chinese military’s conducts in terms economics. The territorial methods of the PLA are contextualized into the ecological paradigm in regionalism & public administration. Electronic combats of the Chinese regime with the Great Firewall and Denial-of-Service attacks not only contribute to the diminishing natural freedoms of the population, but also transgress the fundamental right to health along with non-traditional nuclear threats to P.R.C. itself.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the process of fulfilling my homosexual marriage, I had to find my way out of the mass surveillance and human trafficking networks of the P.R.C. that not only distribute coercion-based propaganda with military psychology, but also restrict civil freedom of the large proportion of Chinese population by the works of the United Front Working Group of the CPC. Even though I lost my Chinese carrier SIM card in my 2019 trip in the U.S.A., my credit card uses and online access to arms control & disarmament materials could have nonetheless exposed my whereabouts in the internet, apart from the other traces of possible trafficking on my plane tickets in the Chinese electronic systems. I noticed the gross privacy breaches by the plausible Chinese satellite attacks in New Haven that the people’s sex life was recorded and put on gaytube.com, who reported to the United Nations Office in Beijing on LGBTQIA+ human rights. [1] I tried to file for asylum after the notice while still working on a cross-cultural approach in non-proliferation, arms control, and disarmament that underlies P.R.C’s discourses on arms control & disarmament, but the FBI’s involvement that I noticed during my filing for asylum made me feel uncomfortable, especially that their fake intelligence suggested that my graduate studies advisor, Changlin Ouyang, is in the military committee of P.R.C. whereby he was constantly prosecuted by the Chinese government because of his long-standing pro-democracy works, including cutting the propaganda branches off the Hu’nan Television when he conceived the phenomenal “Supergirl” program among other democracy-educational TV shows. I still hold a sense of guilt for my indiscretion in communications during my dissertation writing under coup d’état that endangered him in my graduate research, partially due to being enraged by the surveillance networks that hinder my marriage prospective. This means that the CIA’s intelligence was inaccurate even if it was the NSA and not the FBI that followed me including when I was in NYC after the detection on the gross human rights breach and the remote quarrels with John Pachankis and/or Greg Dufner in the train station in New Haven.

Apart from the anecdotes with human rights, I continued with the investigations on Brexit & Trade War with several times of near-death experience due to the post-traumatic stress disorder with the all-embracing human trafficking, knowing that my intended has (or have as for the gradual stare decisis) a healthy sex life. [2] Whereas my circumstances have been contributed by the surrogacy economy of the P.R.C. and PLA that violates the Geneva Conventions, the American Psychological Association’s reliance on the proxies to ensure the implementations on Geneva Conventions led to the incident by the Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks targeted on me. [3] [4] As with “no information is created” in the natural science, “no information is destroyed” holds true for the social science and the humanities. For the remedies on the PLA’s cyber-based psychological attacks, I am disclosing the epistemological dualism I adopted for the gender discourse on P.R.C.’s dualism in international law during my undergraduate studies with the mental model on independent variable of the structural dictator, and by the exclusion of expression, the original monist a priori syntax in the semantics can be located in the double-copy theory and the redundancy the assertion of the dictator’s wills in my marriage process in the I/O networks, in my activities in America in 2019 with a general relativity mindset with
the American SIM card. [5] The theoretical assertion is in the spirit of the Outer Space Treaties by “believing” and “desiring” with the free and full consent of the intending spouses and illustrated in Fig. 1. [6] [7]
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Fig. 1. The cause of epistemological dualism in international law.

The militarization of religion is the source of the gross human rights abuses conducted by the United Front Working Group of the CPC that severely violate the Geneva Conventions. With the retrogressive analysis during my PTSD recovering, the trafficking in person, sex trafficking, and labor trafficking harms inflicted on me is a result from the militant uses of data in the semantics networks & broadcasting codes, from my human rights orientated works created during my undergraduate studies. [2] I knew about my high school friend’s work in the SSD during my undergraduate studies and had some discussions. [8] Even though we used to have a lot of quarrels and fought each other during our growth in high school for gender differences with my cisgender homosexuality, he knew about my scientific interests in black hole studies in relation to white holes, whereby I discussed on the primes in number theory in computation to him in my dissertation research and told him about my references in multilateralism & democratization. [9] [10] However, due to the conflicts in his current position and my long-standing analysis on the problematic constitutionalism of P.R.C., he acknowledged the witness on the cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatments on me before further tortures happened in the Chinese cyber domain after the COVID-19. [2] I counteracted the coercions by semantic analysis from my mental models on the dictatorial ontological structure explicated in Fig. 2. [11]
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Fig. 2. Epistemic gender role in social ontology

With autocratic dictatorship, the predictability of the ontological semantics is definite with integral differences, which is where I diverted my attention to in the double-copy theory. Whereby the Trade War targeted the supply chains for antisatellite weaponry, my focus on the oil chain helped with my agility during my graduate research. Several times of the electricity supply in Beijing was overloaded during my writing process in Beijing in 2019 before COVID-19. [2] The conduct can be contributed by the energy backlashes from the QUES project in the dictatorial semantics of the Mencius Chinese philosophy semantics. To counteract the dictatorial control in the control theory in mechanics and in algorithmic practices, I drew a defense map on the judicialization issues in the I/O framework in Fig. 3. Not only the LGBTQIA+ persons are suppressed by the dictatorial judicializations with personal top-down inputs distributed in the ontological frameworks, so are the rest of the incompatible moral beings exposed to the media environment penetrated with the dictatorial person’s propagandas. I will further explain how the Great Firewall, combined with the electronics combat of DoD attacks, is a severe transgression on public health and risks of igniting the nuclear arsenals of the P.R.C. by repeated high-frequency electronic bursts hitting on the warheads that is associated with the theory on the formation of black holes in relation to white holes by the formation of black hole shadows. [12] [13]
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Fig. 3. The judicialization of geographic control

With the PLA and China Academy of Science’s approach in ICANN and I/O that originally designed for the outer space sciences in the information pipelines, the monopolization in the TCP/IP protocols in the import / export control regime is diagnosed to be the source of structural aggressions on the proxy due to the human trafficking on me with surrogacy economy. [4] The psychological structural stigma’s source by the technical analysis originated from the surrogated economy from the ICANN and explains the gross privacy breaches of the American LGBTQIA+ community to the commercial domains. [14] [3] The cyber monopolization of the P.R.C. is identified to be the “might is right” mentality in materialization from the Maoist dictatorship which underlies the behaviors of most of the regime population from grassroot to the dictatorial ruler(s). Fig. 4 illustrates the public psychological & mental health implications in the block paradoxes between democracies and dictatorial hegemonies. Pertaining to my sociological discourses embedded in the script designs in The Lithosopher, I adopted a cultural anthropological discourse in my first copy of the dissertation submitted to School of Economics and Management of the Communication University of China (CUC), in a continuum of elements in gender studies involved in my undergraduate thesis on Oliver Stone’s JFK. [15] [16] The geopolitical implications in trade interests and border management are the source for dejudicialization arguments, and I second with the technical reasoning on the I/O float of...
time series in analyzing the mass surveillance technologies that constitute the very criminal acts defined by the Roman Statute. [17] Judicialization is especially dangerous for the human rights protection from governments with geostationary satellite apparatus, and I am only lucky enough to have developed an alternative semantic method in counteracting the harms and reserving my scientific rationale. [9]

The militant approach in Beijing was signified by constructing buildings while testing weapons in desert areas nearby. [19] Whereas the Maoist dictatorship militarized the whole ethnic nation by the projection of power on the nuclear weapons, the Deng dictatorship militarized economy with collective actions. The high inflation rate before 2011 indicated the shortage of resources in Beijing for the need from both military and civil production. [20] However, deeper economic issues had not been accounted for nor were they voiced after the historic traumas from the “Great Cultural Revolution” and 1989 Tian’anmen Square Massacre. [3] In my investigations made into art in 2010, the dry air environment in the open plain of Beijing is prone to long-range air pollutions from the nearby weapon testing sites in desert areas. No statistical records from hospitals were drawn but the overburdening on such resources was anticipated and is the same for Chongqing. Cases of brain tumor and uterine cancer were found immediately after or several years after graduation in the alumni network of CUC. Albeit no intense shockwaves were anticipated from the regular weaponry testing and production, disruptive results in real economy were anticipated apart from the increased spendings of public funding to the public transportation surveillance after the 2009 Beijing Olympics. The investigations, with the gamma ray indicators in cinematic art post-production, found that not only the air pollution was severe near CUC, water source contamination also existed as shown in fig. 5. The tap waters in Beijing have always been heavily processed, and several sources corroborated that there have been nuclear related activities in Miyun district where the water source of Beijing city supply is located. It was not several years after with my continued social interactions; I located another nuclear contamination sources being under the layers of Beijing subway from a taxi driver’s words. Since Beijing built underground roads for tank access to Xinjiang, with the continuity of such behaviors with the subways, stockpiles of nuclear arsenals deep beneath the Beijing subways are expected if not production. [22]

2 Methodology
2.1 Empiricism in Public Health

I grew up in Chongqing in the 1990s as a child who never seemed to get enough sleep with the 8 to 10 hours schedule. Quite some peers had the same feeling, and it is only recently the psychobiological responses was revealed to the correlation to the nuclear weapon production in the Yangtze River region and specifically in Chongqing. The Chongqing locality is in a basin surrounded by unsalted waters that contribute to the long-time humidity of the air. It is also in this regard, as a locale for nuclear weaponry and heavy industry production, the industrial dispersions and depositions are prominent even without direct water source contamination from the nuclear production. However, it does not mean the increase in metallicity in the humidity of the city is non-existent by the years since the Three Gorges Dam. With the chip productions moved to the “free” energy source, which also contribute to the ontological surveillance network, the ionizing radiation on the metallicity of air humidity along the average temperature between 65.5 °F & 83 °F from April to September, is prone to intense heat island effect. [2] [18] The residues in turn can pollute the water and riverbeds that gradually deteriorate agriculture in the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River. Apart from the residues’ direct airborne impact on the respiratory tract of the population and plausible contribution to cancer rates, the ionizing radiation and heat island effect will further interact with the fossil fuel automobile exhaust. Even though the civil economy has been competing for electric cars in the Yangtze economic zones, the energy politics of the nuclear production still remains a question on the viabilities for a bottom-up change in the control of the dam’s consistent release of energy supply. [3]
tion on a large scale. [20] [22] This is corroborated with the growing needs of food and meat import of P. R. China, while the “education” camps further enslave the Uighurs for the shortage of labors in command economy, whereby nuclear submarines were used by the PLA in importing meat and milk from Australia in 2019. [23] [24] Apart from the humanitarian crisis emanating from the command economy, the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission further undermined the “invisible hand”’s efficacy of the service sector’s bottom-up function in redistribution in the ecological disasters that shake the whole foundation of regional economy in the mainland China territory. The China National Nuclear Corporation’s constructions of nuclear power plants in the desert areas near Beijing would have the same effect as the weapon testing sites. It is with this regard, the arbitrary reinterpretation on Paris Agreement’s carbon indicators for energy politics in the Northern areas of P.R.C. is the culprit for the ecological harms, whereby possible fused products in highly concentrated carbons can have further deteriorative impacts on global warming than fossil fuel.

2.2 Evidence Gathering
After I met my husband John Pachankis in Beijing LGBT Center in July 2017, I got to know about Yale Center Beijing, where I met the president of American Chamber of Commerce William Zarit. I subtly hinted William Zarit via email after knowing that he was accompanying the former American president Donald Trump’s first visit to Beijing. I first researched on the economic and financial performance in the USA with a fieldtrip to New York and New Haven in 2018, in comparison to those with PRC. The fieldtrip found that the purchasing power parity in the two cities are far more reasonable than Beijing, except for some everyday commodities’ lower qualities such as automated toothbrushes. This objective determined my further literature reviews to find the basis of the economic problem of the PRC in the context of globalization and democratization, hence multilateralism which shaped my military sociology approach in empirical research on black hole and white hole. [13] I was asked to edit an internal pitch video of the Ministry of Public Security of P.R.C. in 2015 with no mandatory confidential contract, and I intended to submit the evidence to the American government in my 2019 trip for humanitarian purposes after my graduate advisor was removed from CUC for my graduate research and after I lost the Chinese SIM card in the Newark airport, with the experience that I knew I was followed by the Chinese cyber intelligence in America in my 2018 trip. [2] [25]

Albeit I had some interactions with John Pachankis on social media briefly, we got disconnected at some points and I knew the issue is both on privacy concerns and the spyware intelligence aspects of possible conflicts of interest in his professional identity. It was for this reason, I had to evade the Chinese intelligence trails so as to reunite with him. However, upon my arrival at New Haven, I noticed the gross privacy breaches and started to work on the diagnosis of the events. As with the a poteriori analysis, the evidences were found that snippets of broadcasting codes on technology transfer were embedded in my B.A. graduation coproduction. Albeit we did not adopt the audio-track, with reference to the .srt files in mirror image, it is plausible that the broadcasting code was implemented to our governmental profiles anyways and constituted the criminal acts of human trafficking and privacy transgressions by cyber espionage. [26]

Since I kept a general relativity mindset in counter-human-trafficking in my 2019 travel in the U.S., according to time dilation via aviation, I changed my birthday to the American standard of time on the past event, with the appropriate protocol of time in the cyber domains, on the American-server-based iCloud account I registered with a new MacBook Pro, since the Chinese company run iCloud services are bound for the autocratic uses in human trafficking, apart from the keyboard monitoring trafficking I noticed after getting back to Beijing.

I meant to file for asylum to report on the gross cyber security breaches and mass human trafficking schemes of the P.R.C. government after noticing the privacy breach, but the application was not accepted at the counter, apart from the fact that I noticed I was being followed (the African-American person was whispering “China’s on the move” to the earpieces connected to his iPhone), and my passport got lost soon afterwards. Combined with the false intelligence I saw on Google, I knew I was suspected by the American intelligence being a Chinese spy when in fact I was trying to solve the cyber espionage issues for the purpose of universal human rights. [26] It was both for the untrust and the VISA period, even though the attainment of the VISA information went unavailable, I had to get back to P.R.C. again, with a travel document issued by the Consulate General of P.R.C. in New York, after a series of twist and turns with some near-death experiences.

I noticed the people following me while I left New Haven and got in NYC. They sent me warnings in the NYC charging billboards via the iPhone connection to the charging bus. But by retrospective analysis on the technical differences, the American intelligence only use shell or log data analysis for implementation, whereas the Chinese server and a wide range of APP companies use unprocessed and unencrypted data for a wide range of surveillance purposes. I noticed the new MacBook Pro chip’s baryonic electromagnetism in the dynamic DNS system in New Haven while I tried to solve how the cyber security breach happened, since the latter also had an influence on my marriage decisions for possible perception bias. It was through the satellite researches I later identified the cyber espionage originated from the DoS attacks by the geostationary orbits. [13]

2.2 Analysis on International Law
Whereby marriage should have been in the field of private and not public international law, the denial of LGBTQIA+ identities for totalitarian and autocratic politics is the major problem for the gross human rights violations, apart from the violations on the Geneva Convention for militarizing civil economy by coercion & the criminal conducts defined by the Roman Statute.

Arguably it is premature to talk about historic justice when the violations on Geneva Convention is still on-going. However, with a globalization & democratization imperative, and
with the suppression of identities that transgress natural laws of the human persons, the natural differences between heteronormativity and LGBTQIA+ identities are a consistent historical injustice. [3] [27] The concept of historic injustice is tightly associated with generational amplitude, with the heteronormative concept of family at the center of analytical frameworks. It mainly focuses on distributive justice in the legal financial sector with an egalitarian principle, whereby egalitarianism has no adequacy without universality.

I approach inequality as a natural phenomenon and equality a societal construct, henceforth LGBTQIA+ social justice a natural imperative. Normative state-centric framework is the foundation of historic injustice done to the LGBTQIA+ population by denying the natural human rights of such persons founding a family with institutional & systemic violence and modern & contemporary continuity. Even though the notion of families is a domain of private persons, natural injustices concerning the biological features of LGBTQIA+ population in social-legal emancipation put heteronormative male dominance at the focus of public international law. [28] [29]

The ontological differences in heteronormative families and LGBTQIA+ family formation is epistemically equal and structural-realistically polarized. [30] [31] The a fortiori Westphalian notion of legitimacy puts nationalism as an identity predicate in international law and a nationalist government hence can suppress liberal internationalism in the definition of people2 that underlies the propaganda the Chinese Communist Party used to defy the conviction of massacre in the 1989 Tian'anmen Square. [32] [29] The inviolability on the sacredness of LGBTQIA+ marriage in public international law thus transcends the public-private dichotomy in the spirit of liberal internationalism. [33] However, sheer power might see this differently, and the defense on aggression is a gendered one in undemocratic civil structures. [34] [4] In the latter regimes, the historic injustices are exactly reproduction that underlies the core policy interests of dictatorial rules balancing between the production & distribution of recourses. [29]

The symmetry breaking of the gendered status quo is the least predictable or calculable result by the power political regimes with cyber powers and domain politics. The manipulation of macroeconomic weighs in digitized medium is bound for public international law even without the private international law justice for LGBTQIA+ marriage. Such trade between privacy and gender equality is a result of historic injustice but a precedent case for liberal international justice. [4] [2] The bargaining power of dictatorial regimes leverages private international law to avoid litigation of public international laws, and take advantage of structural realist apparatus offered by regionalism. [35] Counteracting the gender legality of heteronormative male dominance on the monopoly of force, the legitimacy of LGBTQIA+ justice hence universality of legitimacy is the fundamental being. [36] [37]

Competitive machoism is key to the dictatorial psychology. In a fortiori nationalism, gender a priori syntaxes of the LGBTQIA+ population is effective in overwriting the machoism psychopathy in ontological intersubjectivity. Sexism was often perceived as a choice of wording, but not the texture of structure. The suppression of sex speech by LGBTQIA+ movements is often attacked by the former ontological intersubjectivity, and the externalization of LGBTQIA+ gender perceptions in the latter is often excluded by the intersubjective perception of interest in heteronormative structures. Therefore, credibility is often presumed in intersubjectivity.

The structural stigma in gender ontology in democratic countries hence arises from the natural distribution of gender imbalance. With the dualist international law approaches in undemocratic countries, gender normative anticipations in social structures and competitive models further escalate the gender-normative feedback loop in decision-making. It is with this regard, the subtleties in sexism are not always inappropriate and sometimes more precise than the gender-normative biases heteronormative formalism creates. The sexual and gender phobia in official capacities is especially prominent in diplomatic occasions such as when the prime minister family of Luxembourg Xavier Bettel and Gauthier Destenay visited Beijing. The diplomatic occasion was the first punch on the heteronormative pride in nationalist populism propaganda in the structural dictatorial regime. [38] [39] The deliberate suppressions on LGBTQIA+ sexist contents in the cyber space in surveillance states are therefore proven to be masochist gender isolationism in the legislature processes rather than the respect for the inherent dignities of the persons.

The linearization of nonlinear regressions is often modeled in organizational structures for stability. The epistemic inequality is more subtle and does not fall into the category of historic injustice, but a conflict of established interests with gender [in]quality. Albeit historically, LGBTQIA+ rights and feminist movements shaped the gender-social symbiosis, the distribution of organizational epistemologies and a posteriori gender differences diverge. [28] The convergence of eugenics in organizational structures is the only self-containing and self-reinforcing formalism, just as the epistemology of competing interest in Cold War mentality. [40] Henceforth, the gender question essentially becomes of a question on security dilemma. [41]

With the differences in informatics residing in conceptual top-down designs in infrastructure, state secularism and compartmentalization further trivializes the I/O frameworks with the establishment clause; as so are the World Wide Web, and contemporary & modern domain politics with spatially closed topologies. [42] With the presumption of semantic security in fig. 2, disproportionation of gender hierarchy kicks in in the sinking effect on socioeconomic interests. [27] The judicialization of geographic areas only further totalitarizan human activities, hence sex. [11] Such trends are an inherent denial of individuality & the presumptions on rational individuals. The exploitation of geographical economic activities is largely from the governmental deficits in structural realist institutionalism. [43] Such top-down discourse can thus be modeled as fig. 3. Therefore, and judicial deference is bound for the calculation on the maximization of geographical interest and minimization of risks in security, liquidity, and etc., and the outcomes are largely precalculated by the threshold control loops. [44]

What differentiates biological sex and gender in a societal context is the innate adrenalin stimuli and intersubjective sexual adrenalin desires. As conceptualized in the dualist interna
tional law and totalitarian I/O frameworks in fig. 3, not only the LGBTQIA+ persons are suppressed by the dictatorial judicializations with personal top-down inputs distributed in the ontological frameworks, so are the rest of the incompatible moral beings. After the sex trafficking and trafficking in person harms, I have been sexualizing John Pachankis’ past with the cognitive-affective-behavioral model, as I told him on the holy feeling “you can only think of me” in assuring the source of the mutual feeling. [45] [46] Brief interventions were received in avoiding further exposures to the sources of the human trafficking & sex trafficking harms. [47] With Gestalt psychology and psychoanalysis, the cultural psychological stigma in the Chinese context is recognized as “infliction of condensation” and half of the holy feeling contributed to Greg Dufner is sourced to the Hebrew biblical interpretation. [48] The holy feeling was corroborated in the 2022 The Science of Consciousness conference during my section that was interrupted & interrupted by the PLA on the messages I meant to deliver in the conference, which were later published. [49] It is with this regard; the private international law subject became a public international law debate for the statutory dualism assertion of the autocratic dictatorship.

Temporal social experiences in surveillance and especially cyber surveillance states are largely disrupted by the disrespect on direct sensual experience & reporting thereof exemplified by case law systems. The permeation of top-down propaganda deeply rooted in historic materialism in communist regimes, there is no other presumption than the presumption of realism. [50] The application of historic materialism in the biological sciences, treating human beings as in a historic materialist framework, can be the root cause for the communist developments in the psychosocial warfare. [2] The insurmountable subjective revisionist self of dictators’ egos hence can be seen as the driven force in such nations’ foreign policy and international behaviors, and the monopolization of time and time protocols can be contributed by the rationale of command chains. [51] [13] The sensory experience of the LGBTQIA+ population hence are naturally immune to thus extreme forms of masochism and patriarchic structures thereof with gender exclusion shown in fig. 1.

However, stigmatization and negative ontological realism imposed by structural realism makes higher risks for the gender population and in similar ways with heightened needs for defense education in public schools with incrementalistic approaches in international laws. As is exemplified by the breach on the peaceful development in outer space, market incrementalism only buys more time for multilateral bargaining in dualist international laws. [49] [55] [52] Without the International Court of Justice’s de facto reach of universal jurisprudence, whereby advances in justice & human values unprecedentedly evolved from the parliamentary high politics and prominence in the legalization of LGBTQIA+ marriage, de jure change in structural realist & heteronormative male dominion remains nominal in the declarative separation of power. [53] With the very same principles of justice in human values, the statistical weigh on gender equality in the qualitative renovation of [gene]rational epistemic cycles can be transcendental on the elevation in de-judicialization. [17] The fundamental paradox of judicialization exemplified by COVID-19 pandemic is exactly contributed by the diminishing of human agency and autonomy in judicialized dictatorial regimes as summarized in fig. 4. [2]

As with the analysis, drafting LGBTQIA+ marriage into a universal jurisdiction is a viable socio-structural change for international law in the liberal international order. It is non-incremental from a bottom-up perspective but incremental from a gender balance of power perspective. It boosts confidence and awareness of legitimacy in the liberal institutions in incrementalistic transitions, and has the least impact on security conflicts in global structural change. [54] [27] The reservation of heterosexual families in such a transition period is justified by circumstances. Education input from the astronomical sciences can raise better awareness in globalization and mindfulness with digital media, including the cosmic-environmental relevance to the co-habituating planet.

Albeit discrete monetary policy on a global scale, exacerbated by the pandemic, is expected with Brexit, the security dilemma in border management is not an economic issue. De-judicialization in hard-border countries, if diplomatically viable with the monetary apparatus, the reversal shift of civil-military relations in dictatorial regimes and transitioning states have to bridge the gaps between the dichotomies of domestic-international dualism in legal practices. The threshold controls theoretically can be managed by satellite orbits but the domain data manipulations still pose the challenge in maritime security. With paradigm shift in the Permanent Court of Arbitration on environmental harms, the strategically coercive South China Sea serving similar functions with the Three Gorges Dam may overload the centralized banking but overburden the civil economy, as how the military civil fusion strategy is imposed with sovereignty fund. The subtle discretions of procedural justice need to be [gene]rationally free.

2.3 Inspiration from the Black Hole Shadows

As I have predicted the possibilities of miniature black hole formations, black hole shadows were processed from the binary on Carina Nebula shown in fig. 6. [55]

Fig. 6 The black hole shadows from the binary in Carina Nebula.
The Kerr binary’s gravitational emission of black hole shadows not only corroborated from the previously theoretical perspective, but also the quadruple-electromagnetism-free thermonuclear processes of black hole and white hole oscillation. Detailed analysis on the cosmological interpretations and implications will be given in another paper in relation to the theory on gravity, and the methodological section herein serves for the explicit explanation for the non-traditional nuclear threats P.R.C. has imposed on itself with electronic warfare regarding its own nuclear arsenals, apart from the photon contaminations of outer space. [49]

Black hole studies are analogous to the studies of thermonuclear detonation in different forms. Since P.R.C.’s nuclear production uses high voltage direct current hydrolysis method, and the warheads are predominantly metallic. Even with the vacuum layers between the plutonium and warhead created during the production processes, the high electroweak fields created in the natural environment can still have an effect on the metallic warheads through long-term processes – apart from the irregular strong electromagnetic fields’ impact on the natural creatures and the humans in the sphere of the Great Firewall. For the DoS attacks, even more energies are needed that contribute to the energy hunger of the regime (I have noticed several times of energy supply shortage in Beijing in 2019 during my dissertation writing), and the strong momentary field strengths can form electromagnetic shockwaves. Once such shockwaves reach the nuclear warheads, depending on the direct strengths, it can desolate the vacuum fields between the plutonium and the warhead materials. The physical force shaped by such a desolation is the same mechanism how nuclear weapons are detonated – traditionally by earth’s gravity. The rocket force of PLA is formed by the Second Artillery Corps, and the “strategic” rocket force risks of disposing nuclear wastes to outer space by the intercontinental missiles instead of being purely rocketry development. This has more potential hazards to the outer space environment than the antisatellite weaponry the Northern part of China has been producing as an accomplice with Russia, possibly by the Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps.

As I have been trying to get my U/T VISA to get out of the environment of my PTSD responses, on July 14, 2022 in Beijing, I sensed a sudden DoS attack inside of the American Embassy in Beijing during my interview, and several persons on WeChat reported to me on the malfunctioning of their electronic devices. Fig. 7 is an example of the polymer blast apart from another who reported on broken phone screen. The dictatorial reliance on artificial intelligence and the big data technologies can be a contributing factor for the applications of electronic warfare.

On a less uncomfortable topic, significant dark matter emergence is expected with the areas of black hole shadows shown in the multispectral data processing in fig. 8. As in the case of electronic warfare, it means that even without significant direct shockwaves to the nuclear arsenals, neutron degeneration can gradually happen to the nuclear facilities in such shockwave environments, especially now that the China National Nuclear Corporation is building nuclear reactors near Beijing in the deserts - I got the information from an MBA classmate who introduced me to their HR several years ago but I had no intention in working for them in a long term. As is heard that nuclear related activities in Daxing district is also ongoing, apart from the plausible underground nuclear arsenal in Beijing, the untraditional nuclear threat not only will further undermine P.R.C.’s economy with public health crisis, but also has been making the region prone to be pushed to nuclear detonation by its own stockpile and facilities.

3 RESULTS

Brexit and Trade War is a democratic reflection on the irresponsible conducts in economy by the People’s Republic of
China, and the irresponsibility has been the transgressions of the Geneva Conventions and disregarding of human rights. It is a consistent nationalism, power political, and realpolitik approach to international relations and globalization, with influences from the Russian hegemony. [56] With the historic background on Freedom of Information Act, territorial powers have enacted country domains for metadata and data manipulation. The domain politics become the hidden dimension of economic and financial manipulation by enactment of local laws in combination to global politics and international laws that have deep implication to monetary generation and finance. This further disincentivizes the government for LGBTQIA+ marriage that may have deeper indications to family structures & law that disadvantages the power's financial coercions on the civil society. This is consistent with the pattern whereby the developed nations first enacted LGBT marriage and the less developed & developing countries criminalize or repress the population. Autocracy and dictatorship that utilize the international and global realm while suppress and control the fundamental freedoms of domestic population is further empowered by domain politics and artificial intelligence. Such empowerment would further incentivize the powers' expansionist ambitions according to global developments. This also explains my experience on being targeted by the systemic crime probably related to the Ministry of State Security of the P.R.C. for military surrogacy in economy by dictatorship, which can also be relevant to the former Interpol president and vice minister of Public Security of PRC Hongwei Meng’s disappearance which I noticed during my research on the coup d’état.

After my iPoster section of the 240th American Astronomical Society got cancelled due to the interception and interruption of the Chinese cyber espionage, and numerous cyber based harassments by the Chinese cyber operations in my Coursera course, possible connections from the Space Command were received during my July Q&A section with course professor, demanding my gravity research, which underlies the basis of my assertion that the Space Command was premature with exceedingly high costs for operation. [57] Even though the defense and combat aspects are understandable with the Cold War mentality and PLA’s move in rocket force in relation to Russia’s breach on the Outer Space law where I started my graduate research with, if the Chinese dictatorship and autocracy is bound for a negative sum game, P.R.C. will further collapse on itself rather than the costs of defense and possible futures U.S. has invested with the Space Command. [9] If the Space Command is strategically purposed for global balance of power in and from outer space, democratization from within regimes can be possible if and only if they do not crumble on themselves.

From my experience on the PTSD, the country-level stigma of P.R.C. is summarized with the modern media environment and cyber espionage in mental & psychological self-help. The political assertions of Chinese media are characterized with the “United Front Working Group”. Its coercive force on the market commercializes the propagandas, apart from the military connotations in the media. The military assertions in media in substance makes diplomatic uses of media and bypasses international law. The forceful use of media, apart from the dictatorial cultural invariable, is not only the source of mass psychological coercion & public mental health risk factor, but also is a self-defensive mechanism on international crime(s). The chicanery uses on the terms of sovereignty, decolonization, and independence as in “domestic affairs” have been the key instrumentalization of the governmental bodies. [58] The cultural revisionism of P.R.C. largely ignored the mathematical concepts of deficiency in the Chinese philosophies hence the Chinese culture, apart from the breeders’ “yin” and “yang” philosophies. [52] The top-down cultural indigenism is the source of the non-identity problem of the LGBTQIA+ persons in the country-level stigma in P.R.C. [59] Categorical rationales of historic justice are further undermined by the militarized approaches in culture and media. [31]

6 CONCLUSIONS

The militarization on construction groups and corporations has been a key source of totalitarianism that renders the government functions of the regime moot. The patriarchal method of organization coined as socialism lacks proper scientific empiricism and quantification for pragmatic operations. Considering the fact of pollution in the geographical regions of the regime territory, a comprehensive assessment ought to be conducted with open data practices for econometry with a prerequisite precaution in macro money in order to prevent military expansion by the militarized construction groups. New investments should be put on investigations in pollution and assessments, especially for underground water resource pollution, with open data practices. The energy costs in militarization should be accounted for in order not to be burdened to the civil economy. This is the first step to grow a healthy service-based economy that can also contribute to bridge new public knowledges that is needed to build a viable democracy.

Even though economic organizational changes can push the social structure forward, the de facto lack of law and legitimacy with a unitary dictatorial constitution that can be arbitrarily rewritten by one party is still the key issue. It is for this reason, the check and balance of power through multilateralism does not substantially help with LGBTQIA+ rights, but a possible path for positive changes. The ubiquitous communist penetration in the territory and all sectors of organizations is the key factor for social immobility and the mercantilist monetary generalization. This also means that without removing the party branches that have military power over most if not all organizations in mainland China, democracy is not going to happen, nor the separation of power. It is therefore, without the spirit of human law and without genuine democratization process, any statutory legalization on equal marriage does not constitute the spirit of marriage, just as the forced marriages in the history of communism militant rewarding, whereas many marriages are only sustained by having a child after the forced childbirth planning. [60] Furthermore, the militant schemes of the PRC that destroys the limited natural resources including unsalted water systems would further affect the well-being of the global system.
With DoS attacks and human trafficking by satellite, deeper social economic problems with totalitarianism central banking to the global system with autocracy and dictatorship have been concluded to be the triggering mechanism of Trade War if the supply chain attack on antisatellite weapons were unintentional. With the natural resources satellite, the technological trends in human trafficking are no less grave than the proliferation and pollutions caused by premature overexploitation stirred by construction politics played by the major power as a developing country. The militarization potentials it plays in the global arena, and the mass human rights violations it continues to conduct a critical role with propaganda to positive image for “soft power” and repression on the fundamental freedoms, drip the world with new crisis for humanity.

Apart from the gross violation on Geneva Convention and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights documented by the paper, including the severe breaches on the Roman Statute the country has not signed to, the structural realist formation of geopolitical ambitions in the P.R.C. results from the maladaptation of USSR on outer space development during the Cold War with the CPC as the devote follower. [13] The Belt Road initiative and the strategic banking with Russia in the South China Sea is only another geo-centric energy politics game to vie for maritime power dominance, which could have caused Brexit. It means that the federal reserve banking system is at risk under the negative sum game. [61] The reunification discourses posed by the CPC is not a negative factor for democracy building for a stabilized Chinese sovereign with an Americanized structure, which underlies the KMT’s historic approaches. However, the astronomical outreach in the education systems needs to be accentuated in a China that was predominantly governed by organizational troops. The epistemological gaps of consciousness forming with the rapid development in the outer space is tremendous for the technological paradigm that the CPC power persists to. [62] It is notable that the epistemological paradigm whereby using geopolitics and energy strategy to hide key facilities including production facilities underground is a historic rationale from the air-raid shell and prevents being detected by air-based and satellite-based detections, it also prevented the civilization from growth and development into the globalized peace. [63] According to the previous analysis, the section provides three best alternative paths for possible change.

Albeit the national reunification discourse along with the anticolonial discourse is an ideological one, the strategic implication for global cooperation on NEO threat mitigation is a promising one. It is in consistency with the founding of the United Nations. [60] The disarmament process ought to be in line with the global military mitigation capabilities building process with arms control as the limiting factor. Continental anti-ballistic missile launch systems can also be redesigned for this very purpose. Such a disarmament process also incentivizes education system upgrade and benefits astronomical education of the ancient civilization. [64] Quantitative atmospheric fusion and fission influence researches are needed for such a design, and for the disarmament process the nuclear line weapons can be put into arsenal reservoir for the future purposes.

The reunification across the Taiwan strait is the best action to counteract Russian hegemony with the Northern parts of P.R.C. The strategic importance of the Asia-Pacific cannot be fully eradicated for fragmentation without allyingship. The rising PLA maritime capabilities, if they proactively disarm, can mitigate the energy dilemma their military ambitions have put themselves into. [65] This can also further deescalate the deterrence actions necessary to counteract the Russian hegemonic expansion with the Chinese sovereign for destructive outer space production. [66] The advantages of Taiwan’s planetary sciences in the Asian cultural sciences can further integrate with the established mainland organizations for military integration in order to form a coalesced independent military branch of power. The independence of military from the political branch is key to the reform on a clean-cut and clear-cut separation of power, which means the CPC needs to give up its constitutional power claim on the military.

For the experience ROC has with humanitarian legislation and judicial experiences with the Chinese culture, the legal reform and Senate function ought to reside with the Taiwanese experts. A transitional electoral organization is needed for the change to a multi-party democracy instead of the current “multi-party consultancy” dictated by the CPC power political constitutionalism. This paradigm fits best into the human security theory and utility production instead of destructive production as proposed by Mary Kaldor on a global formation of global strategy. [67] The humanitarian and spirits of natural law the Taiwan judiciary systems with accumulated cases can further push for the legal reform mainland needs with a statutory law system that reflects a patriarchal pattern of “legislation”. [68] For this, the economic bubbles the Chinese military and CPC has created with communism would have to cool down after the global propagandist cultural expansionism comes to an end. However, based on the historic fact and ideological analysis, the fear of decentralization will still play a major role in mainland China with its global mercantilism. [69]

APPENDICES

Appendix A

The campaign used antiterrorist rhetorics on blocking, misinformation, disinformation, and etc. for its Firewall, and suppressing the domestic population. This was addressed by the Obama administration and Trump administration. Only that it used the codename Poseidon as in maritime aspects in military aggressions not known to the P. R. China propaganda media environment. This video containing descriptions of the criminal activities was distorted with the narrative of anti-terrorism. [25] The transcription of the evidence is as followed:

Mono: So wonderful the cities and people. But tonight, it will explode accompanying the melodies.

I know those police have been after me and surveillance on me. But I am not afraid.

Because the machines they use have more than ten ports.

To install, they will need more than 30 minutes. And I know how they install.

V.O. To capture an international terrorist, authorize relevant
departments using Shanhai Chengxin Technology Ltd. product coded Poseidon, in order to collect important criminal evidence, preventing terrorist attack, and capture the terrorist in the mean time. 

Mono: Those police may be sorting through their cables. 
Police: IP positioning completed. Trojan horse implemented. 
Police 2: Obtain all files in the hard disk, and all information in the email. Want to capture me with IP? 
Police: Capturing information disconnected, showing using Internet with VPN. 
Police 2: Does it raise his suspicions? 
Police: Rest assured, this newest model can disconnect VPN. I mean, only this one.

Mono: You have to know, I used to be professional. Professionals tell you, how information cannot be stolen. Just as I told you, not downloading .exe files. Apart from preventing Trojan horse, using VPN is not to let the other persons get my IP (address). Right, and your smartphones. Don’t root your phones, don’t download untrusted sources. Using WeChat? Go take care of your babies. Terrorists use our professional software.

The hotels now are so considerate.

Police: Found that our prey is using the energy bank connecting his phone. 
Police 2: Get all data from his phone. 
Mono: Setting passwords long enough surpassing 20 characters combinations won’t get decoded by them. Want to get my information, Don’t think you are professional; we are more professional.

Police: This machine called Poseidon is omnipotent. It can be customized.

Police: Fetched one email from him. 
Mono: Damn the network server. When I think that the whole world is focusing on this wonderful moment, none is a problem. Hahahaha, mass casualties. Human numbers? Domestic news are too ambiguous. Useless. (You have a new message, please check.) 
Mono: Tell you what is a professional. Professional is …
Police: You’re arrested. 
Dia: A tea and release? I am used to it. Good luck. I heard SO-HO has a lot of casualties.

Police 2: Mr., today apart from you having casualties, everywhere else is peaceful. 
Police: Fetched one email. 
Police 2: Poseidon is especially useful because it can fake information. Don’t think you are professional; we are more professional.
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